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Possible structural role of the disaccharide unit
in Fe-bleomycin before and after oxygen activation

Teresa E Lehmann and Yang Li

Our previous investigation of the solution structure of Fe(II)-bleomycin pointed toward the carbamoyl group in the mannose

moiety or a water molecule as possible alternative axial ligands to the metal center in this metallo-bleomycin. The possibility

of a solvent molecule occupying the apical position trans to the primary amine has not been ruled out yet. In order to explore

this possibility even further, the coordination chemistry of azide-bound Fe(II)-bleomycin was investigated with the use of NMR

applied to paramagnetic molecules. Fe(II)- and apo-bleomycin were also re-visited. Comparison of the NMR results for both

Fe(II)-bound molecules obtained in the present study strongly suggests that the carbamoyl oxygen is ligated to Fe(II), and

it is released from coordination upon azide binding. This event is suggested based on the diminished paramagnetic character

exhibited by the carbohydrate moiety in Fe(II)-azide-bleomycin when compared with its parent metal complex. A possible

structural role for the glucopyranose fragment, which changes throughout the process that starts with metallo-bleomycin

formation and ends with DNA binding, is discussed. The study of the coordination of azide by Fe(II)-bleomycin through

NMR has not been reported previously. Unlike magnetic CD data, NMR offers a residue-by-residue account of the possible

structural changes that take place in Fe(II)-bleomycin after azide binding.
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INTRODUCTION

Bleomycins (BLMs) (Figure 1) are antitumor agents isolated from
Streptomyces verticillus.1 Clinically, BLMs are employed for the treat-
ment of squamous cell carcinomas,2 non-Hodgkin’s lymphomas,3

testicular carcinomas4 and ovarian cancer.5 The drug acts as an
antitumor agent by virtue of the ability of a metal complex of the
antibiotic to cleave DNA.6–10 The overall structure of this agent can be
thought of as containing four distinct regions (Figure 1): the metal-
binding domain, which is responsible for metal binding,11,12 oxygen
activation8,11,13,14 and site-selective DNA cleavage;12,15 the peptide
linker; the DNA binding domain, containing a bithiazole moiety,
which provides the majority of the DNA binding affinity,7,16 and the
disaccharide moiety, which may influence metal ion binding.12,17–24

With the aim of establishing structure-function correlations, much
research has been devoted to the elucidation of the three-dimensional
structures of some metallo-BLMs.25 The results of these studies have
led to the general agreement that the secondary amine of b-aminoa-
lanine (A) segment, the pyrimidinylpropionamide (P) and imidazole
rings, and the amide nitrogen in b-hydroxyhistidine (H) are the
equatorial ligands to the metal centers in most of the metal-BLM
adducts studied to date.25 Crystal structures of Cu(II)P3-A,26

Cu(II)BLM complexed with the BLM-binding protein BLMA,27 and
HOO-Co(III)BLM bound to DNA fragments28 have pointed the
primary amine in A as the endogenous axial ligand to the correspond-

ing metal centers. In the case of the ferrous complex of BLM, no
crystal structure exists and there is some controversy concerning the
ligation of BLM to Fe(II). Despite numerous attempts to define the
endogenous ligand set in Fe(II)BLM (FeBLM), the lack of available
spectroscopic techniques for high-spin ferrous systems, coupled with
the complexity of the ligand framework, have made such determina-
tion very difficult. We have previously modelled the three-dimensional
structures of Co(II) and Fe(II) bound BLM through NMR and
molecular dynamics.18,19 The results of this modelling work indicated
that the most favourable structures for the aforementioned metallo-
BLMs is six coordinated, with the primary amine and either the
carbamoyl group in the mannose (M) moiety or a solvent molecule
occupying the axial sites. Our results bolster the arguments offered by
Loeb et al.17 in their spectroscopic investigation of the metal ligation
of the ferrous active site of BLM through magnetic CD (MCD).

Although a six-coordinate structure was validated by Loeb et al.17

studies and our own NMR investigation for FeBLM, the possibility of
a solvent molecule occupying the apical position trans to the primary
amine has not been ruled out until now. To gain more insight into the
possible coordination of the carbamoyl group to the Fe(II) center in
FeBLM, the Fe(II)-Azide (AZ) bound BLM complex (FeAZBLM) has
been studied in this work with the use of NMR. AZ is a small molecule
that has been widely and successfully used to probe the dioxygen
binding site in FeBLM.14,17,25 Although the coordination chemistry of
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FeBLM was assessed by us previously,24 and the NMR features of the
components of the BLM mixture found in blenoxane have already
been assigned,29 we decided to re-visit Fe- and apo-blenoxane in the
present work. This is our way to ensure that the comparison between
the parent and the AZ-bound molecules is done under the exact same
NMR and sample preparation conditions, and to guarantee successful
assignments through saturation transfer (ST) experiments. The two
main NMR parameters used as the basis for the molecular compar-
isons discussed herein are the chemical shifts (ds) and the spin-lattice
relaxation times (T1s) of the protons in FeBLM and FeAZBLM. The
results of the present investigation offer strong evidence pointing the
carbamoyl oxygen as a ligand to the metal center in FeBLM. This
conclusion is based on the diminished paramagnetic character exhib-
ited by the carbohydrate moiety in FeAZBLM when compared with its
parent metallo-BLM. These results are in agreement with the MCD
studies on FeBLM and its derivatives (iso- and decarbamoyl-BLM)
performed by Loeb et al.17 In their study it was observed that upon
binding of AZ, the MCD spectra of these complexes changed to an
identical form, which was found consistent with the assignment of the
sixth ligand as the carbamoyl substituent. Although the MCD studies
referred to above have already suggested the release of the M moiety
from coordination to the metal center upon addition of AZ, the NMR
studies of FeAZBLM presented herein give a wider scope of the
molecular changes that take place as a consequence of AZ binding,
as they extend way beyond the coordination cage of the metal. Our

NMR results indicate that all BLM residues that are wrapped around
the metal center in FeBLM experience molecular re-arrangement after
the N3

� ion binds to the Fe(II) center, while the BLM segment
composed of the threonine (T), bithiazole (B) and (g-aminopropyl)-
dimethylsulfonium (S) (BLM-A2) or agmatine (AG) (BLM-B2) are less
disturbed.

RESULTS

One-dimensional spectra of 1 : 1 Fe:BLM samples of both FeBLM and
FeAZBLM are shown in Figure 2. The NMR assignments of the
paramagnetically shifted signals in these spectra, achieved mostly
through ST experiments (Table 1), indicate that molecular re-arrange-
ment takes place in FeBLM upon AZ binding, as evinced by the shifts
of the 1H signals of FeAZBLM relative to those of the parent complex
(Dds, Table 2). The ST assignments shown in Table 1 allowed the
identification of protons exhibiting ds in the 5 to �1 p.p.m. region for
both paramagnetic molecules through TOCSY and COSY correlations.
Figure 3a shows that the signals at 21.18 p.p.m. (FeBLM) and
19.60 p.p.m. (FeAZBLM), assigned to the methylvalerate (V) CgH
with ST for both molecules, display connectivity to signals at
7.94 p.p.m. (FeBLM) and 4.71 p.p.m. (FeAZBLM). These two last
resonances are assigned to the VCgCH3 group in each molecule
based on their intensities corresponding to three-proton signals.
Figure 3b shows the connectivities of the signals at 6.38 p.p.m.
(FeBLM) and 6.75 p.p.m. (FeAZBLM), assigned to the TCbH proton
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Figure 1 Structures of BLM-A2 and BLM-B2, the most abundant components in BLM.
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through ST, to features at 4.32 and 2.11 p.p.m. (FeBLM), and 4.77 and
2.72 p.p.m. (FeAZBLM). The intensities and positions of the latter
signals led to their assignments to the TCaH (4.32 p.p.m., FeBLM;
4.77 p.p.m., FeAZBLM) and TCH3 (2.11 p.p.m., FeBLM; 2.72 p.p.m.,
FeAZBLM).

Very relevant assignments are achieved through the COSY and
TOCSY connectivities displayed by some of the signals of the
disaccharide segment in the upfield region of the FeBLM and
FeAZBLM spectra. Figures 4a and b show the 2.00 to �8.00 p.p.m.
and 3.00 to �9.90 p.p.m. regions of TOCSY spectra collected for

FeBLM and FeAZBLM, respectively. In FeBLM the gulose (G) proton
attached to the fifth carbon (G5), assigned through ST experiments, is
TOCSY-correlated to another signal at �1.33 p.p.m. The latter signal is
in turn connected to another feature at �1.15 p.p.m. as observed in
TOCSY spectra collected in 90% H2O/10% D2O (data not shown).
This network of connectivities allowed us to assign the �1.33,
�1.15 p.p.m. pair to the GCH2 group in FeBLM. The M4 proton
signal (�11.58 p.p.m.) is correlated to a feature at �1.70 p.p.m. This
feature is also connected to the signal generated by the M1 proton
(assigned through ST). Given the paramagnetic character of the M4

Figure 2 1H-NMR spectra of samples of (a) FeBLM and (b) FeAZBLM. Amplifications of the spectral regions containing the signals generated by the

disaccharide fragments in (c) FeBLM and (d) FeAZBLM.
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proton signal, a connection to the M3 proton in more likely to be
observed than one to the M2 proton. Additionally, the M1 proton
signal is also correlated to a feature at 0.84 p.p.m. The arguments
aforementioned compelled us to assign the �1.70 and 0.84 p.p.m. to
M3 and M2, respectively. As the GCH2 protons have already been
assigned (vide supra), the remaining CH2 group in the disaccharide
region (signals at �1.46 and �1.82 p.p.m.) is assigned to the MCH2

protons. The connectivities of the MCH2 protons to a feature at
0.092 p.p.m. led to the assignment of the latter to the M5 proton.

For FeAZBLM, the G5 proton, assigned through ST, is clearly
TOCSY-correlated to two signals (1.78 and 2.81 p.p.m.). The two
latter signals are connected to each other (Figure 5b inset). This
network of correlations corresponds to the G C5H–C6H2 fragment.
It is worth noticing that the signals arising from the GCH2 protons in
FeAZBLM are located in the diamagnetic region of the spectrum for
this molecule, and that the G5 proton shows correlations to both
GCH2 protons. This situation is different from that observed for
FeBLM, where G5 is only connected to one of the members of the
GCH2, and the latter exhibits signals with more paramagnetic char-
acter (�1.15 and �1.33 p.p.m.). Also shown in Figure 4b is the
connectivity between G1 (assigned through ST) and G2. The latter
is in turn correlated to G3 and G4. The correlation between G3 and
G4 was also detected in the TOCSY spectra collected for FeAZBLM.
The M2 signal assigned through ST in FeAZBLM shows correlations
to two signals, 1.14 and �0.13 p.p.m. COSY spectra collected for
FeAZBLM at 296 K exhibit only the correlation between M2 and the
�0.13 p.p.m. feature. For this reason the �0.13 p.p.m. signal is
assigned to M3, and the signal at 1.14 p.p.m. is attributed to M1.
The signal assigned to M4 through ST (�9.88 p.p.m.) shows a

correlation to another signal at �0.38 p.p.m. Based on the assignments
previously performed for the M moiety (vide supra), the signal at
�0.38 p.p.m. is assigned to the M5 proton.

Table 1 Saturation transfer results for FeBLM and FeAZBLM

FeBLM FeAZBLM

Proton d (p.p.m.) ST response (p.p.m.) d (p.p.m.) ST response (p.p.m.)

HCaH 209.00a 6.29a 207.52 5.09

1/2ACbH2 201.09 2.92 194.50 2.93

ACaH 123.34 3.99 122.98 3.99

1/2ACbH2 104.88 2.92 104.99 2.94

VCaH 37.28 2.46 55.44a 2.34a

1/2PCaH2 44.68 2.97 51.90a 2.96a

HC4H 42.38 7.29 51.02a 7.32a

1/2PCaH2 32.54 2.93 34.57 2.96

VCbH 22.85 3.73 21.21 3.74

VCgH 19.87 3.89 18.51 3.91

VCaCH3 12.48 1.12 15.03 1.13

TCbH 6.38 4.10 6.63 4.09

G3 b — 0.33 4.13

M1 �0.13 5.03 c —

G4 b — �0.68 3.88

M2 c — �1.43 4.08

G1 �6.52 5.28 �3.43 5.29

G5 �4.56 4.01 �4.19 4.02

G2 �3.92 4.05 c —

M4 �11.71 3.80 �9.09 3.82

HCbH �15.98 5.92 �9.74d —

Abbreviation: ST, saturation transfer.
All signal positions are recorded at 303K unless indicated otherwise.
aMeasured at 293 K due to overlap with neighboring signals observed at 303K.
bNot found in the paramagnetic region.
cAssigned through TOCSY correlations.
dAssigned based on the results found in FeBLM for the equivalent signal.

Table 2 Chemical shifts and T1 values measured for FeBLM and

FeAZBLM at 296K

FeBLM FeAZBLM

Proton d (p.p.m.) T1 (ms) d (p.p.m.) T1 (ms) Dd (p.p.m.)a DT1 (ms)b

HCaH 207.43 2.95 216.56 3.09 9.13 0.14

HCbH �15.92 — �10.67 — 3.9 —

HC4H 44.75 9.86 50.84 11.13 6.09 1.27

HNH 67.16 — — —

1/2ACbH2 210.04 1.43 205.49 1.21 �4.55 �0.22

1/2ACbH2 111.15 0.87 109.98 0.98 �1.17 0.11

ACaH 130.50 1.49 131.60 1.62 1.10 0.13

1/2PCaH2 34.91 5.32 36.85 6.08 1.94 0.76

1/2PCaH2 47.35 7.14 51.00 8.67 3.65 1.53

VCaH 40.85 2.89 55.47 2.50 10.87 �0.39

VCbH 24.54 6.99 22.56 7.25 �1.98 0.26

VCgH 21.18 17.19 19.60 18.20 �1.58 1.01

VCaCH3 13.68 32.76 16.33 27.58 2.65 �5.18

VCgCH3 7.94 — 4.71 — �3.23 —

M1 1.34 67.62 1.14 114.98 1.66 47.36

M2 0.84c — �1.88 40.51 �2.72 —

M3 �1.70c 90.61 �0.13 170.89 1.57 80.28

M4 �11.58 9.47 �9.88 21.65 3.16 12.18

M5 0.092c 6.86 �0.38 74.00 �0.47 67.14

M6b �1.46c 87.72 �0.63 128.28 0.83 40.56

M6a �1.82c 98.22 �0.95 103.40 0.87 5.18

G1 �5.68 11.15 �3.89 17.18 3.92 6.03

G2 �2.86 50.50 �2.42 61.17 2.27 10.67

G3 — — �0.23 37.71 — —

G4 — — �1.05 128.89 — —

G5 �3.52 11.22 �4.91 15.88 �0.30 4.66

G6b �1.15c 68.28 2.81 195.26 3.96 126.98

G6a �1.33c 65.95 1.78 169.93 3.11 103.98

TCaH 4.32 — 4.77 — 0.45 —

TCbH 6.38 — 6.75 — 0.37 —

TCH3 2.11 — 2.72 — 0.61 —

TNH 15.11 — — — — —

B1¢ 2.45 — 3.35 — 0.9 —

B4¢ 2.60 — 3.39 — 0.79 —

B2¢ 2.92 — 3.49 — 0.57 —

B1 3.26 — 3.69 — 0.43 —

B5 2.91 — 2.23 — �0.68 —

B6¢ 2.59 — 3.39 — 0.8 —

B5¢ 2.44 — 1.94 — �0.5 —

B6 3.26 — 2.61 — �0.65 —

BNH 6.45 — 7.77 — 1.32 —

SB2b 3.07 — 3.71 — 0.64 —

SB2a 2.95 — 3.67 — 0.72 —

SA2a 3.18 — 2.89 — �0.29 —

SA2b 3.32 — 3.02 — �0.3 —

SA2NH 6.75 — 7.75 — 1.00 —

SB2NH1 6.65 — 7.31 — 0.66 —

SB2NH2 6.63 — 7.31 — 0.68 —

SB2CNH2 5.91 — — — — —

SB2CNH2¢ 5.80 — — — — —

aCalculated as d(FeAZBLM)–d(FeBLM).
bCalculated as T1(FeAZBLM)–T1(FeBLM).
cAssigned at 303 K due to overlap at 296 K.
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The assignments performed for each molecule are collected in
Table 2. As it can be seen from this table, FeAZBLM shows a richer
correlation pattern for the disaccharide when compared with its
parent Fe(II) complex. This result is consistent with the sugar segment

in FeBLM exhibiting a diminished paramagnetic character upon AZ
binding.

Spectra collected in the diamagnetic region for FeBLM and
FeAZBLM are shown in Figures 5a and b, respectively. As previously

Figure 3 (a) 1H-COSY and (b) 1H-TOCSY spectra in D2O of FeBLM and FeAZBLM collected at 296 K displaying the connectivities between the VCgH and

VCgCH3, and TCaH, TCbH and TCH3 signals for both molecules.

Figure 4 1H-TOCSY spectra in D2O of (a) FeBLM and (b) FeAZBLM collected at 296 K displaying the connectivities among the disaccharide protons

for both molecules. The superscript (ST) has been added to some signal labels to indicate that they have been assigned through saturation transfer (ST)

experiments.
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Figure 5 1H-TOCSY spectra in H2O of (a) FeBLM and (b) FeAZBLM at 296 K displaying the assignments of some of the B, S and AG moieties and their

NH protons. Insets: 1H-TOCSY spectra in D2O of FeBLM and FeAZBLM at 296 K. 1H-NMR spectra of (c) FeBLM and (d) FeAZBLM in H2O at 276 K. Insets:
1H-NMR spectra of (c) FeBLM and (d) FeAZBLM in H2O at 296K. Asterisks (*) are used to label the signals generated by NH protons in each spectrum.

Double headed arrows are used in these spectra to connect signals arising from NH2 groups.
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reported for FeBLM,24 the B, AG and S protons show TOCSY and
COSY correlations that allowed their assignments for both FeBLM and
FeAZBLM in the present study. The signal positions for these moieties
are summarized in Table 2. The diamagnetic character of these
terminal BLM segments indicates that they do not participate in
metal ligation, and remain rather far from the metal-binding domain
in the paramagnetic molecules. The insets in Figures 5a and b are
expansions of the regions of the TOCSY spectra collected on FeBLM
and FeAZBLM containing the B, AG and S proton signals. Although
these signals could not be assigned in detail, they are displayed, and
specially labelled, in the insets, to indicate that molecular re-arrange-
ment is also exhibited by the corresponding BLM moieties upon AZ
binding.

Some NH signals were also identified for FeBLM and its AZ bound
derivative (Figures 5a and b). Their assignments are reported in
Table 2. The NH protons of the B, AG and S units were easily assigned
for both FeBLM and FeAZBLM based on their TOCSY connectivities
to some of the non-exchangeable protons in these moieties. The NH
protons exhibiting hyperfine shifts (Figures 5c and d) are more
difficult to identify, as they lack the aforementioned TOCSY con-
nectivities. However, they are referred to in this study to show that
they too hint molecular re-arrangement of FeBLM upon AZ binding.
The double headed arrows in Figures 5c and d are connecting NH
signals that show correlations to each other in TOCSY spectra
collected at 276 K in H2O. These signals are generated by an NH2

group in the BLM molecule. Unfortunately, the lack of TOCSY and/or
COSY correlations between these signals and those of other non-
exchangeable protons precluded their assignment. The insets in
Figures 5c and d display parts of the 1D spectra collected for
FeBLM and FeAZBLM at 296 K, and show the most paramagnetic
NH protons identified for these molecules in the present study, also
exhibiting different ds in FeBLM and FeAZBLM.

The T1s of the protons in a molecule chelating a paramagnetic
center, such as high spin Fe(II), are very good indicators of the
degree of influence the metal center has on them. The T1 values for
the nuclei in the A, P, H, G, M and V residues in FeBLM and its
AZ-bound derivative were measured in this study and are shown
in Table 2. A quick glance at the DT1s, calculated as the difference:
T1(FeAZBLM)�T1(FeBLM), shown in Table 2 indicates that the
binding of AZ lessens the paramagnetic nature of the sugar segment
in FeBLM. This result is consistent with the release of the carbamoyl
oxygen from coordination to the Fe(II) ion in FeBLM upon N3

�

binding.

DISCUSSION

As mentioned in the Results section, there are two NMR experimental
outcomes from the present investigation that hint the release of the
carbamoyl oxygen from coordination to the Fe(II) center in FeBLM
upon AZ binding. They are the DT1 and Dd values calculated as
differences between the NMR signals of FeAZBLM and FeBLM
(Table 2). The Dd values indicate that molecular rearrangement
takes place in the FeBLM molecule upon AZ binding. The new
positions of the NMR signals in FeAZBLM, which are well illustrated
in Figure 2, arise from the protons in this molecule being in different
chemical and/or magnetic environments when compared with the
proton surroundings in FeBLM. This repositioning of the NMR
signals is expected if the carbamoyl oxygen is released from coordina-
tion in FeAZBLM to allow N3

� binding. As seen from the Dds
displayed in Table 2, the largest values are exhibited by the A, P, H,
V, M and G molecular segments, with the T, B, AG and S fragments
being the least disturbed. Previous investigations on the solution

structure of various metallo-BLMs25 have made it very clear that the
A through V region of the BLM molecule is wrapped around the
corresponding metal centers, whereas the T through S fragment is
folded back underneath the equatorial plane of the metal, rather far
from the metallic ion. Our results here are consistent with these facts
in the form of Dds. If the A–V segment in BLM gives the metal its
niche, a change in the coordination environment of the metal center,
through the binding of an exogenous ligand (N3

�), should translate
into a structural re-shaping of the niche. It is rather difficult at this
point to explain the magnitude and sign of each Dd. An NMR-derived
three-dimensional solution structure of FeAZBLM and its comparison
with that for FeBLM18 would be very useful to this end. Structural
calculations are underway in our lab to achieve such a goal.

The T1 values of protons close to the metal center in a paramagnetic
molecule are very important to determine their proximity to it. The
interactions between magnetic nuclei in a paramagnetic molecule and
the unpaired electrons from the metal center can be separated in two
contributions: spin density at the resonating nucleus (Fermi contact
coupling), and the spin density cloud in the rest of the molecule
(through-space dipolar coupling).30,31 Spin density near a resonating
nucleus is always relatively small, and therefore it has a significant
contribution only for nuclei at small distances from the paramagnetic
center. In FeBLM only protons very close to a metal ligating site, such
as those in the A, P and H moieties, exhibit significant Fermi contact
interactions, which mostly generates their large downfield ds and very
short T1s24 (Figure 2 and Table 2). Dipolar interactions account, for
example, for the paramagnetic behaviour of the protons in the V
residue. As the disaccharide unit in BLM binds the metal center
through its carbamoyl oxygen, it is expected that the protons in this
unit experience mostly dipolar interactions with the Fe(II) center,
which explain their milder upfield paramagnetic features and longer
T1s. The T1 and d values of the protons in the disaccharide BLM
fragment in FeBLM and its AZ-bound derivative indicate that the
sugar segment in both molecules displays paramagnetic behaviour.
However, longer relaxation times, indicative of larger metal-to-proton
distances, were measured for these protons in FeAZBLM (Table 2).
This result suggests that after detaching from the Fe(II) center in
FeBLM upon AZ binding, the disaccharide fragment still remains in
the vicinity of the coordination cage in FeAZBLM. This outcome is
not surprising if considered in light of the crystal structure of HOO-
Co(III)BLM bound to a DNA fragment.28,32 In this crystal structure
the metal-binding domain and disaccharide moieties partially stack
against each other and display base-specific hydrogen bonding to each
respective wall of the DNA minor groove. The M carbamoyl amide
and its C–OH form hydrogen bonds with the DNA bases that are
very important for the stabilization of the HOO-Co(III)BLM-DNA
complex. Based on these results the authors propose that the gluco-
pyranose moiety serves as a space-filling unit allowing the metal-binding
domain to adopt an optimized and stabilized orientation relative to
the target. If the G–M segment of BLM is to partially stack with the
metal-binding domain upon DNA binding, it makes sense that it
remains in the vicinity of the metal after its release from coordination.
The results of the present investigation, together with those from our
previous studies on FeBLM,18,24 suggest that it is possible that the role
of the disaccharide moiety in BLM changes as the process that involves
metallo-BLM formation, oxygen activation and DNA binding and
cleavage follows its course. A possible scheme of events with different
roles for the glucopyranose fragment could be: (1) initial weak binding
of the carbamoyl to the deoxygenated Fe(II) center assists BLM in its
competition for an effective sequestration of intracellular iron before a
ligand structural reorganization and oxygenation; (2) in the presence
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of oxygen, the carbamoyl group is released from coordination to allow
O2 binding and activation; (3) after O2 binding, the role of the
disaccharide unit is that of stabilizing the metallo-BLM–DNA complex
through space-filling and hydrogen bonding (Scheme 1).

The NMR data presented in this investigation strongly support the
coordination of the carbamoyl oxygen in M to the metal center in
FeBLM, and its release from coordination upon AZ binding. Unlike
MCD data, NMR offers a residue-by-residue account of the possible
structural changes that take place in FeBLM after N3

� binding in the
form of Dds and DT1s (Table 2). The NMR results presented in this
report suggest that the binding of AZ to the metal center in FeBLM
alters the whole molecular structure of this metallo-BLM. However,
our NMR results cannot be solely used to definitively rule out the
possibility of a solvent molecule occupying one of the axial positions
in the coordination cage instead of the M carbamoyl oxygen. Solution
structure calculations, based on the NMR data collected for FeAZBLM
and considering both coordination possibilities to fit the NMR results,
are required to determine the identity of the axial ligand still subject to
controversy. These calculations are underway in our lab, and they will
help translate our NMR data into a reliable structure for FeAZBLM.
Coordination chemistry studies and solution structure calculations of
Fe(II) complexes of other mannose-modified BLMs such as iso-,
decarbamoyl- and deglyco-BLM free in solution and in the presence
of DNA fragments, which are also underway in our lab, will help to
better establish the possible changing role of the sugar fragment of
BLM in the entire process of BLM action.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

NMR sample preparation
Blenoxane, the commercial mixture of bleomycin congeners, was purchased

from Sigma-Aldrich (St Louis, MO, USA). The commercial drug consists

predominantly of B70% BLM-A2 and B30% BLM-B2 with trace amounts of

other congeners. Most of the proton resonances are identical for BLM-A2 and

BLM-B2, and evidence from chemical shifts studies suggests similar conforma-

tional characteristics for these two congeners.29 For these reasons, blenoxane

was used in the experiments without further purification and is referred to as

BLM. Additionally, we are particularly interested in the properties of the

clinically employed mixture of BLMs. All Fe(II)-containing samples were

prepared under strict oxygen free conditions with the use of a vacuum line

and an anaerobic chamber. All solids and liquids to be used in sample

preparations were degassed through 15 6-min-vacuum/nitrogen cycles. For

the FeBLM samples, BLM, 6.5mmol, lyophilized three times from D2O was

dissolved in 545ml of D2O (99.9% d, Sigma-Aldrich). A 200 mM solution of

FeSO4.7H2O in D2O was added to the initial BLM solutions to afford

Fe(II):BLM ratios of 1 : 1 and 1 : 2. Subsequently, 50ml of 200 mM sodium

dithionite in D2O was added to each sample. The pH was carefully adjusted to

6.5 with a 1 M NaOD solution. Visually, the colorless solution of BLM turned a

pale salmon-pink color upon addition of Fe(II). The 1 : 2 and 1 : 1 Fe(II):BLM

samples were transferred to purged NMR tubes, which were immediately

flame-sealed. A 1 : 1 Fe(II):BLM sample in H2O was prepared by an analogous

procedure. A set of FeAZBLM samples with Fe(II):BLM ratios of 1 : 1 and 1 : 2

were prepared by a procedure similar to the one used for the FeBLM samples.

Sodium AZ (NaN3, Sigma-Aldrich) in the form of a 4.3 M solution in D2O was

added to the FeBLM samples to give N3
� to Fe(II) M ratios of 43 : 1. Loeb

et al.17 determined the requirement of 43 M equivalents of NaN3 to prepare

FeAZBLM samples in their MCD studies of ferrous BLM. Visually, the salmon-

pink FeBLM solution turned a watermelon-pink colour upon addition of AZ.

Samples of apo-BLM were prepared by dissolving 6.5mM of BLM in 650ml of

H2O and D2O. The pH of the apo-BLM samples was also adjusted to 6.5.

NMR spectra
NMR experiments were performed at 400 MHz on a Bruker DRX-400 NMR

spectrometer (Bruker Corporation, Billerica, MA, USA). All chemical shifts were

referenced to HDO as the internal standard. The solvent signal was irradiated in

all spectra. The one-dimensional (1D) spectra were obtained using a 7-ms 901

pulse with 32 K data points. Signal-to-noise ratios were improved by applying a

line-broadening factor of 20 Hz to the free-induction-decay (FID) before FT. An

inversion-recovery pulse sequence was used to obtain nonselective T1s, with

the carrier frequency set at three different positions to ensure the validity of the

measurements.

ST30 experiments were performed on the 1 : 2 Fe:BLM and AZ-bound 1 : 2

Fe:BLM samples in D2O, using a 1-D nuclear Overhauser experiment33 pulse

sequence. A 70 ms irradiation time was used for all paramagnetic signals. Due

to the differences in T1s exhibited by the FeBLM protons located in different

regions of the 1D spectra (Figure 2), the following irradiation powers were used

in the ST experiments: signals in the 220–100 p.p.m. region, 30 db; signals

between 50 and 13, and �3 and �17 p.p.m., 50 db; signals between �0.8 and

�3.5 p.p.m., 70 db. The ST responses were determined from difference spectra,

obtained by subtracting the spectra, where the signals are irradiated from

spectra with the decoupler located at neutral positions. Most of the ST

experiments were performed at 303 K unless indicated otherwise. Spin-echo

correlated spectroscopy (SECSY)34 experiments were performed on apo-BLM

samples in D2O at 303 K to be used as references for the signal positions in the

diamagnetic molecules, and properly assign the responses of the paramagnetic

signals in FeBLM and FeAZBLM in the ST experiments. Before the standard

SECSY pulse sequence, during the relaxation delay period (3 s), the HDO

feature was selectively irradiated (40 db). Quadrature detection was used in

both directions. For each value of t1, 64 FIDs (2000 data points, acquisition

Scheme 1 Possible roles of the disaccharide unit in BLM.
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time 0.314 s) were acquired. Before FT, the FIDs were multiplied with a

sine-bell window function in both directions. Spectra were calculated in

absolute value mode.

Magnitude mode COSY35 experiments on FeBLM and FeAZBLM covering

the 50 to �20 p.p.m. region were performed at 296 and 303 K with 256 points

in the t2 and t1 dimensions, a spectral width of 56 kHz, and a relaxation delay of

300 ms. COSY spectra spanning the 0–15 p.p.m. regions were acquire with 2048

points in t2 and 512 points in t1, a spectral width of 23 kHz and a relaxation

delay of 2 s. COSY spectra in water were also collected for FeBLM and

FeAZBLM at 296 and 276 K in order to identify the exchangeable protons in

these molecules. For these spectra, 1024 points in t2 and 512 points in t1 were

acquired with spectral widths of 54 and 39 kHz and relaxation delays of 300 ms

and 2 s, respectively. A zero-degree-shifted sine bell was applied before FT.

TOCSY36,37 data on FeBLM and FeAZBLM both in D2O and H2O were

collected at 276, 296 and 303 K. Spectra were acquired with 1024 points

in t2 and 512 pints in t1, spectral widths of 56 and 23 kHz and relaxation

delays of 300 ms and 2 s, respectively. A mixing time of 40 ms was used in

all TOCSY spectra. A 601-shifted sine-squared bell was applied to both

dimensions before FT.

Processing and analysis of the NMR data were performed on a PC Core 2

Duo workstation using NMRPipe38 and NMRView39 software.
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